
MROS221
MediaRange 3-button wireless presenter with red laser pointer, black

MediaRange Wireless presenter with red laser pointer and navigation buttons are perfect for
professional lectures and presentations in the office, schools or auditoriums. The compact and
stylish presenter can be connected via the USB dongle (Plug & Play) to your computer and
allows you to move up to 15m around the room.



FEATURES

Model: 3-button wireless presenter with red laser pointer
Connection: USB 2.0 2.4 GHz Nano dongle with up to 15m transmitting distance
Rating USB Nano dongle: DC 5V; USB bus-powered
Rating wireless presenter: 1.5V - 30mA; 1x Micro 1.5V AAA battery required; not included to
delivery
Laser: Class 2 laser product
Wavelength: 650nm (Red laser)
Frequency range; Frequency shift: 2407 MHz, 2433 MHz, 2463 MHz; GFSK modulation
Radio-frequency power transmitted (EIRP): 1.991mW; 2.99dBm (max.)
max. antenna gain; Type of antenna: 0dBi; Internal antenna
Color: black
Dimensions: 138 x 18 x 15mm
Weight: ± 35g (without batteries)

Product and safety notes:

Class 2 laser product. This laser device may be designated as Class 2 during all procedures of operation. This laser product complies with the

international standards EN 60825-1 (Ed. 3:2014).

Caution! Risk of injury! Never look directly into the laser beam and under no circumstances ever point the laser light directly into the eyes of

other people and animals! Doing so can cause serious damage to the eyes!

Never point any laser towards aircraft or other vehicles!

Never point any laser on a reflective surface!

This product is not a toy and is not intended for use by children!

Designed for indoor use only!

APPLICATIONS

Ideal for professional slide navigation during lectures and presentations in the office, at
schools and auditoriums.

User manual | Warranty conditions | Operating- and safety instructions:

Please download the user manual, warranty conditions and operating- and safety instructions for MediaRange 3-button wireless presenter with

red laser pointer, black  (Item no.: MROS221) here. The full text of the declaration of conformity can be dowloaded here.



EAN Code Piece:4260459619666

EAN Code Carton:4260459619673
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